backgrounds. Here we conduct a scan for unusual patterns of differentiation in a mosaic
INTRODUCTION

42
Genetic barriers between related lineages are often semi-permeable, varying in strength 43 across the genome (HARRISON 1986 ). As such, hybridization can lead to adaptive in-44 trogression, the transfer of selectively beneficial alleles between species (PARSONS et al. Table 1 ).
71
Here we present a multilocus scan for local introgression between the marine mussels 72 Mytilus edulis and Mytilus galloprovincialis. These species appear to have had a complex 73 history of fragmentation and colonization during the Quaternary, as it is the case for almost 
84
To study introgression between these populations, we used previously published data at with high interspecific differentiation in the peripheral patch but an anomalously low level of 88 differentiation in the enclosed patch in Brittany. This outlier locus was therefore a candidate 89 for adaptive introgression in a geographically localised region.
90
To test the plausibility of this hypothesis, we first sequenced a 3.1 Kb region around mac-91 1 and analysed how allele frequency varies along the chromosomal region. Unlike another M.
92
edulis locus analyzed previously (BIERNE 2010), we failed to identify variation in differen-93 tiation on such a small chromosomal scale. We then determined how well our data might be 
97
We further propose that the barrier to gene flow in the vicinity of mac-1 could be simply more 98 permeable in certain hybrid zones of the mosaic. Overall, we show that although the molecu-99 lar signature of adaptive introgression is difficult to identify, dedicated methods that account 100 for the history of speciation can help in interpreting outlying levels of introgression.
101
MATERIALS AND METHODS
102
STUDY SITES AND SAMPLING
103
The zone of study, along the European coast, is characterized by three successive transi- 
115
MULTILOCUS SCAN
116
For the multilocus scan, we combined existing data, comprising 422 AFLP markers 
127
To ensure robustness, and following the recommendation of PÉREZ-FIGUEROA et al.
128
(2010), we used six distinct methods to identify loci with unusual levels of genetic differen- 
133
Full details are given in the Supp. Info. (File S1).
134
DATA ANALYSES AT THE OUTLIER LOCUS MAC-1
135
Chromosomal walking along mac-1
136
We sequenced a region of 3.1 kb around mac-1 taking advantage of published sequences mac-1, we walked along the sequence and looked for evenly spaced genetic polymorphisms 141 (see Figure S2 for a schematic representation). Four polymorphisms, two PCR product length 142 polymorphisms and two SNPs, were chosen, based on the allelic genealogies, to be discrim-143 inant between the two species. We extensively genotyped our four samples (North Sea, Brit-144 S1) for technical details.
146
Genetic analysis
147
For the PCR product length polymorphisms described above, we computed classical ge-148 netic statistics on the subset of edulis alleles (i.e., alleles that group within the diversity of 149 M. edulis within the mac-1 genealogy, see Figure 3 ) using Genetix 4.05.2 (BELKHIR et al. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and genetic differentiation were estimated by f and Θ (WEIR
152
AND COCKERHAM 1984) respectively, and significance was tested with 1000 permutations.
153
Finally, we evaluated the departure from the neutral expectation at mutation-drift equilibrium 154 with the Ewens test (ε, SLATKIN 1994; SLATKIN 1996). Maximum Likelihood approach: We first fit the data using an ML approach. Our data 195 in this case comprised the number of alleles sampled in the donor and recipient populations
196
(n d and n r ) and the number of distinct allelic classes in these samples (k d and k r ). Under the 197 9 assumptions described above, the probability of observing the data from the donor population is given by the Ewens' sampling formula (EWENS 1972):
where S k n is an unsigned Stirling number of the first kind, i.e., the number of permutations the number of immigrant alleles directly, but we do know that these migrants were drawn at 207 random from the donor population, and that the diversity in the donor population is described
208
by Ewens' distribution with parameter θ . As such, the likelihood of observing our data is 209 well approximated by:
(where the summation is over the number of possible migrants from the donor population To compare the fit of the simulations to our data, we used several summary statistics. 1973) and (6) the proportional diversity after introgression described by He r /He d . All of 237 these summary statistics for the true data are given in Table S1 .
238
To estimate the parameters, we performed 950,000 forward simulations in total. For 
248
We evaluated the performance of the ABC method in two ways. First, we performed a non-coding polymorphisms in introns or intergenic regions) were retained in the analysis.
267
We investigated four models of speciation differentiated by their temporal patterns of 268 introgression (see Figure S8 ): (1) Strict Isolation (SI) between the two daughter species, (2) Table S2 . isolates two species. The locus mac-1, which was highly differentiated within M. gallo-306 provincialis, was also highly differentiated between species (F ST = 0.507) and was the only 307 locus to be detected as an outlier in both kinds of comparison.
308
To see this in more detail, Figure 2B shows allele frequencies in all four patches at the Because the pattern of differentiation at mac-1 was unique, this locus was investigated 315 in more detail. Specifically, we sequenced three regions, comprising a total of 3.1 Kb in the 316 vicinity of mac-1 ( Figure S2 ). All three regions contained several SNPs, and the first region 317 also contained indels that were used to define PCR primers which generate length polymor-318 phism of the PCR product, indel-in0. Summary statistics of the genetic diversity within each 319 sequenced region are found in Table 2; while Table 3 describes the genetic diversity of the 320 two PCR product length polymorphisms.
321
We next constructed genealogies of the three regions. Figure 3 shows the genealogy of (Table 2) .
327
Together, these patterns are consistent with the results of F ST outlier tests and suggest the related alleles found in the two M. edulis patches (squares and circles in black, Figure   332 3), suggests that very similar levels of genetic diversity are found in all three patches (see 333   Tables 2 and 3 ). For example, the proportion of diversity introgressed at the locus indel-in0
334
is He gal /He edu = 0.67 and at mac-1 is He gal /He edu = 0.96 (see Table 3 ). Additionally, there Table 2 ).
337
One possible interpretation of these results is that mac-1 has been subject to adaptive in- 
344
To test for this signature we identified four polymorphisms, two indels and two SNPs, that (Table 3) . From these data, we obtained a relatively precise estimate of the 
378
In an attempt to improve our inference, we next used an ABC approach, which allowed 379 us to relax the assumption of strong selection, and to consider more of the information in the compatible with the assumption of strong selection used in the ML inference.
389
To better understand the discrepancy between the two methods, we reran the ABC esti- ABC using all statistics). Figure S5 shows the goodness-of-fit of ML estimation (blue dots)
397
and ABC estimation (red dots) for each statistic. In the main, both methods fit the data well 398 (see Supp. Info., Table S1 for quantiles and p-values) but looking at the median values, ML 399 performs better. In particular, ABC tends to overestimate k r and He r which basically explains 400 the discrepancy in the estimation of M. The ML method proved to be the most understand-401 able approach with a simpler model that retrieved the best fit to the data and consequently 402 our interpretations will rely on the ML estimates.
Finally, we used our simulations to assess the effects of violating some assumptions of 404 our model: (1) the assumption of complete linkage between the selected and neutral loci and
405
(2) the assumption that migration rates remained constant. Figure S6 shows that the sweep 406 pattern was indeed robust to including recombination. Figure S7 suggests that our results will 407 also be fairly robust to temporal variation in migration rates, particularly in mussels where 408 dispersal rates are very high (see figure legend for full details).
409
INSIGHTS INTO SECONDARY CONTACT HISTORY
410
Both estimation methods agree that M > 1 best explains our data if adaptive introgression 411 has taken place. To assess the plausibility of our estimation, we analysed several models of 412 speciation ( Figure S8 ) between M. edulis and the Brittany patch of M. galloprovincialis.
413
We first applied a model choice procedure for each of the three speciation models with 414 gene flow to test whether heterogeneity in introgression rates was supported. We observed
415
clear support for heterogeneous migration (Table S3 , "within model"). We then applied the 416 model choice procedure to the speciation models, assuming heterogeneous migration (Table   417 S3, "between-models"). Secondary Contact was the best-supported model with posterior 418 probability, P post = 0.61; confirming a previous study (ROUX et al. 2014). We tested the 419 robustness of this result by simulating 500 pseudo-observed datasets for each model. We 420 empirically estimated that given a posterior probability of 0.61, the probability that Secondary
421
Contact with heterogeneous introgression rates is the correct model was 0.987 (Table S4) . It is 422 worth mentioning that when migration rate was assumed to be homogeneous among loci, the 423 method failed to infer Secondary Contact; instead Ancient Migration was the best-supported 424 model (SC: P post = 0.26 and AM: P post = 0.65).
425
We then estimated the multilocus distributions of introgression rates in the best-supported 426 SC model with heterogeneous migration (Figure 7) . We found an asymmetry of introgres- Table S5 ). Furthermore introgression rate into M. 
472
at the other loci analysed.
473
The locus-specific nature of the introgression at mac-1 suggested that selective processes 474 were acting rather than purely demographic ones. The highly asymmetrical introgression 475 rates from M. edulis (Table S5) contrasts with the multilocus pattern (Figure 7) , and so we 476 hypothesised that mac-1 might have been subject to adaptive introgression, with edulis alleles 477 sweeping to fixation in the Brittany patch of M. galloprovincialis.
478
Demonstrating adaptive introgression requires a combination of evidence that is hard to adaptive nature, illustrating that specific tests need to be developed.
496
The patterns that we observe at mac-1 differ in one respect from previously studied cases 497 of outlying introgression. In particular, in most previous cases, there has been a reduction 498 in the genetic diversity in the recipient population, when compared to the donor population
499
(see Table 1 ). In contrast, at the mac-1 locus, 96% of the M. edulis diversity was introgressed 500 to M. galloprovincialis, and there were no other signs of a classical selective sweep (Tables   501   1-3) .
502
However, it remains possible that the mac-1 alleles have introgressed via a "soft sweep", 
515
While we cannot reject adaptive introgression, we must also recognise alternative hy- 
